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SEGUÉS, since 1978 in the fertilization universe
The RAVID is a spreader specifically designed to distribute any kind of fertilizer over vineyards and 
fruit trees orchards. It can successfully spread from chemical granulated fertilizer to powdered dry 
organic fertilizer. The distribution can be performed by two spinners, by a side conveyor or by one or 
two subsoilers to bury the product.

Technical features

RAVID 2000 & 3000 key points
- Thin gauge spreader specifically for fertilizing 
  vineyards and orchards 

- Wide conveyor to avoid baults making up. 

   600 mm

- Four distribution systems to choose and  
  exchangeables
- VRA - Variable rate application

- Big product out-hatch

- 100% hydraulically driven

- Hydraulic brake

- Minimum maintenance required

- Easy to handle.

RAVID for narrow vineyards and orchards
Devised and dessigned for narrow vineyards and Fruit trees orchards.

RAVID 1500 & 1500P key points

- Trailed spreader made for fertilizing vineyards 
  and orchards under 1,5m width.
- Wide conveyor to avoid baults making up. 
   600 mm
- Four distribution systems to choose and  
  exchangeables
- Hydraulically driven conveyor with VRA 
  distribution by the Épandix 300 system

- 100% hydraulically driven

- Hydraulic brake

- Minimum maintenance required

- Easy to handle.

1250 mm

1250 mm

Available options in all RAVID models
Height adjustable 
single Mole-Plough

Side conveyor

Fertilizer distributing systems

Twin disc conveyor 
system

Electronic VRA system  
“Intelligent”

Spinner turns counter Working width 
adjusting system

Tarpaulin

Turning hitch Galvanized sieve 1000 liters supplement PTO driven independent 
hydraulic system

Turning crane 90º90º turning crane and 
hydraulically extendible

Twin Spinners system Double Mole-Plough with 
or without feeding

Model Hopper Width Uploading 
height Weight Charge Length Tyre

RAVID2000 3.000 l 1.600 mm 1.770 mm 1.523 kg 4.900 kg 3.980 mm 7.50x16”
RAVID3000 2.000 l 1.690 mm 2.000 mm 1.446 kg 4.900 kg 3.980 mm 11.5/80-15.3

Model Hopper Width Uploading 
height Weight Charge Length Tyre

RAVID1500 1.500 l 1.250 mm 1.560 mm 1.350 kg 3.500 kg 3.760 mm 7.50x16”
RAVID1500P 2.000 l 1.250 mm 1.660 mm 1.400 kg 3.500 kg 3.760 mm 7.50x16”

Spreading width 
adjusting system


